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Corwin Kyle argues that the decision by the UAW-TOP Department to withdraw 

his discharge grievance was influenced by discrimination and lacked a rational basis. 
 

FACTS 
 

Corwin Kyle was a Probation Parole Officer (“PPO”) at the Berrien County 
Probation Office in St. Joseph, Michigan.  He had a seniority date of April 7, 1996.1  His 
job was to write Presentence Investigation (“PSI”) reports.  The Berrien County 
Probation Office is part of the Michigan Department of Corrections (“MDOC”).  
Bargaining unit employees of the MDOC are represented by the Technical, Office and 
Professional (TOP) Department of UAW Local Union 6000.  

 
On March 7, 2014, MDOC Probation Parole Supervisor Marvin L. Bruin 

presented a memorandum to a staff meeting of supervisors in the Berrien County 
Probation Office regarding various administrative issues.  One of these issues involved 
the preparation of PSI reports.  The memorandum states: 
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“PSI Reports – RA Young and the DRA’s have spent time reviewing the 
quality of completed PSI reports in OSR.  Although some reports are 
completed according to policy, they found several instances where the 
quality of the PSI reports was not at an acceptable level.  Three very 
noticeable issues were with verification of information being reported by 
the offender, no home call during PSI, and the lack of any expanded 
family information in the family section.  DRA Wilson advised that if the AG 
were to audit us in this area, we would not fare well. …”2 

On April 2, 2014, Supervisor Bruin sent an email to various people within the MDOC, 
including Corwin Kyle, on the subject: “Field Agent Daily Reports, Minimum Case 
Management Standards, and PSIs/Verification.”  The email contains the following 
instruction: 
 

“Lastly, PSIs continue to being reviewed by upper management.  As we 
discussed during the staff meeting, please make sure that home calls and 
verification of information is being completed at the time a PSI is 
completed and noted in the PSI.  We also need to put a corresponding 
case note in OMNI as well during the PSI.  If you are assisting the PSI 
writer with the home call/verification, please enter a case note for him/her. 
…”3 

On August 1, 2014, Berrien County Probation Supervisor Amber Glendenning 
sent an email to Corwin Kyle asking for further information about a home call recorded 
in one of his PSIs.  The email states: 

 
“While reviewing PSIs, agent travel logs and dailies, I cross check them 
with case notes in OMNI.  The PSI for Svorec (939161) and Walker 
(626120) both indicated in the PSI that a home call was completed.  There 
are corresponding case notes in OMNI dated 7/30/14 that indicate a home 
call was completed but do not state by whom.  The daily you submitted for 
7/30/14 does not indicate you completed any field work that day.  Could 
you please tell me who completed these home calls?”4 

Kyle responded on August 4 as follows: 
 

“The field work was completed by me and not logged on the daily.  Putting 
this on the daily would have showed overtime for me, then I would have to 
take a shorter day off in that pay period and you have already sent me 
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3
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4
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emails about the PSIs being on time.  I can’t afford to take a lot of time off.  
So I try to get the job done even if it means giving the DOC free time.   

As you know, there are times I have used other agents for the house call 
but they can’t get them all.  The ones they can’t get to, I get them 
completed when I can and never consider OT.  I also don’t claim the 
mileage.   

I take it you want to start seeing this match up on the dailies.  Will do.”5 

According to an investigative report prepared by MDOC Region Manager Omar Alston, 
Supervisor Glendenning went to the home of Zakary Sovrec and met with his 
grandmother Lavada Ellis.  Ellis told Glendenning that Agent Kyle did not come to her 
home or speak with her on the telephone.  Supervisor Glendenning also went to the 
home of Rory Walker and met with her mother, Deborah Walker.  Deborah Walker 
advised Glendenning that Agent Kyle did not come to her home, but he did speak with 
her on the telephone.6 
 

On August 18, 2014, Manager Alston sent Corwin Kyle a Disciplinary 
Investigation Questionnaire as part of his investigation into possible work rule violations.  
In response to a series of questions, Kyle reported that he did not always conduct home 
calls for PSI reports.  He stated he sometimes had other agents conduct the home calls.  
When asked about his general process in preparing a PSI report, Kyle wrote: 

 
“…I do not have a particular process due to never being trained on 
conducting house calls.  However, what I normally try to do is talk to the 
defendant and verify his address then I talk to a family member, gather all 
necessary information (verify address again) then I go in the field and 
make sure the home exists and I was not given a bogus address.”7 

When asked if he had ever falsely claimed to have made a home call when he had not 
actually done so, Kyle responded that he had never intentionally made a false report.  
The question and answer states: 
 

“9.  Did you falsify any Presentence Investigation Reports, Daily Activity 
Reports and/or OMNI case notes by documenting that a home call was 
completed when in fact it was not?  I don’t believe I have, if so, it was not 
done intentionally.”8 
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Kyle explained that he did not always document his home calls in his Daily Activity 
Report because he completed them during his lunch period or after 5:00 pm.  The 
investigator then asked Kyle why he did not claim mileage for making home calls on his 
personal time using his personal vehicle.  The question and answer states: 
 

“19.  If you do not claim mileage, why not?  Although I’m losing money I 
don’t have the time to submit mileage paper work and for most home calls 
it would require overtime, then overtime would require me to take time off 
in the same pay period, thus putting me behind schedule for PSI reports.  I 
do what I have to do in order to stay on schedule and complete the work.”9 

In response to a series of questions about specific cases, Kyle reported that he 
contacted a person residing at the address of the defendant.  He stated he did not 
always make this contact at the residence, but he would drive by the residence to make 
certain it existed.10 
 

Alston reported that he interviewed Kyle in the presence of his UAW 
Representative Jefferson Jones on August 28, 2014.   During this interview, Kyle 
acknowledged that he did not actually go to the houses of the defendants during his 
investigation, but would simply drive by to make certain there was actually a residence 
at that address.  When questioned as to why he would not knock on the occupant’s door 
and talk with the occupants, he answered that he did not do so because he already had 
that information.  Alston’s notes from his interview with Kyle report the following 
conversation: 

 
“When questioned as to why he would specifically write ‘this agent’ in 
documenting house calls and making contact with individuals at their 
residence, he ‘does not know why’ he would use this language and it was 
poor documentation.  When questioned about these practices even after 
the staff meeting held on March 7, 2014, and being sent an email on April 
2, 2014, instructing him how home calls and verification should be 
documented during the PSI process, he admits that he should have 
conducted business differently.  He advised he was simply ‘trying to get 
the job done, was working late and felt overwhelmed.’”11 

Investigator Alston concluded that Kyle’s conduct violated the MDOC’s work rules.12 
 

On October 14, 2014, the MDOC issued an Employee Disciplinary Report 
charging Kyle with violation of the following work rules: 
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“Work Rule #5 – Conduct unbecoming 

Work Rule #13 – Enforcing Rules, Regulations, Policies, Procedures, Post 
Orders and Work Statements 

Work Rule #27 – Dereliction of Duty 

Work Rule #38 – Reporting Requirements 

Work Rule #47 – Falsifying, Altering, Destroying, Removing Documents, 
or Filing False Reports.”13 

The report indicates that Kyle was placed on suspension on September 25, 2014 
pending the outcome of the MDOC’s investigation.  The report contains the following 
description of the results of the MDOC’s investigation: 
 

“There is sufficient evidence to support the allegations that PPO Corwin 
Kyle falsified numerous documents while completing PSI reports. During 
the investigation, it was discovered that PPO Kyle did not make home 
calls or talk to civilians listed in the PSI reports.  A total of 17 PSIs were 
listed in the investigative report.  When reviewed, it confirmed that PPO 
Kyle provided information in the reports that was not true.  Those reports 
(containing the false information) were submitted to the courts to assist in 
determining sentencing.  In his interview, PPO Kyle admitted to the 
falsification.”14 

The report recommends discharge.  Kyle was discharged effective October 27, 2014.15  
Local Union 6000 filed Grievance No. 14-HS-COR-11-JDJ-10 protesting Kyle’s 
discharge.  The grievance was referred to Step 3 of the grievance procedure on 
November 5, 2014. 
 

The MDOC denied Kyle’s grievance at Step 3.  The MDOC referred to Operating 
Procedure 06.01.140 and stated that it requires the PSI writer to make actual contact 
with the resident at the defendant’s address in order to verify the information provided 
by the defendant.  The Operating Procedure states: 

 
“POST INTERVIEW INVESTIGATION CONTACTS 

 
F.   In order to confirm or dispute information provided by the defendant 

during the interview and to obtain additional data about the 
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defendant, collateral contacts shall be made as part of the pre-
sentence investigation process.  Efforts to make the following 
contacts are required.  Completion of each contact is subject to 
time constraints and the availability of contacts, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
 
1. Residence Verification:  For offenses in which probation is 

possible, a home visit to the defendant’s proposed 
supervision residence is required.  This visit may occur at 
the time of the defendant interview or subsequent family 
contact.”16 

 
The MDOC pointed out that Kyle admitted throughout the investigation that he did not 
make home visits but only drove by the residence to confirm the address.  The MDOC 
stated parole officers were reminded of the home visit requirement during a staff 
meeting on March 7, 2014, which Kyle attended.  In addition, an email was sent to Kyle 
on April 2, 2014, directing parole officers to complete home visits.  The MDOC stated 
that its investigation of the complaint against Kyle demonstrated that he consistently 
violated the Operating Procedure and falsified his PSI reports and OMNI notes.  The 
Step 3 answer states: 
 

“The initial complaint stated that the grievant falsified two PSI reports and 
OMNI notes by falsifying home calls that was not made in or around July 
30, 2014.  A review of this complaint revealed that the grievant did falsify 
this information.  These findings led to a further review of 17 cases 
completed by the grievant starting after the March 7 meeting and it was 
found that 14 out of the 17 cases investigated were found to have 
instances where the family of the offender stated the grievant had not 
contacted them.  In total, 45 cases of falsification were confirmed by this 
investigation.”17 

The MDOC reported that a disciplinary conference was conducted on October 
22, 2014.  During this conference, Kyle stated that his former and his current 
supervisors imposed an unofficial rule that he should not conduct field work.  The 
MDOC stated that Kyle was unable to produce any evidence of such an unofficial rule 
and his testimony was inconsistent with the answers he gave during the initial 
investigation of the charge against him.  The MDOC concluded that Kyle’s discharge 
was for just cause.  The Department’s Step 3 response states: 

 
“In conclusion, even after being reminded of his responsibilities per policy 
in a March 2014 meeting and an April 2 email, the grievant continued to 
ignore these policy requirements.  The grievant has done irreparable harm 
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to the honesty and integrity of Department by submitting several PSI 
reports to the courts containing falsified information.  Furthermore, the 
grievant’s actions have diminished the public’s trust and confidence in the 
Department’s ability to care for and to fulfill its responsibilities.  It is for 
these reasons that the Department’s imposed discipline for discharge are 
found to be for just cause.”18 

During March 2015, International Representative Nancy Falcone of the UAW 
TOP Department and MDOC Labor Relations Representative Forrest Williams 
exchanged emails concerning the terms of a proposed settlement agreement for Corwin 
Kyle.  During a mediation conference on April 21, 2015, the parties agreed that the 
MDOC would draft a settlement agreement and forward it to Local Union 6000 for 
review.  Representative Falcone forwarded a copy of the proposed settlement 
agreement to Kyle on April 23, 2015.  Falcone’s letter to Kyle states: 

 
“This communication serves as notification of the attached voluntary 
resignation agreement versus your dismissal from employment with the 
MDOC.  Your decision whether or not to sign off on this agreement 
remains voluntary on your part.  You will have 14 calendar days to review 
and respond with your course of action.”19 

The Settlement Agreement attached to Representative Falcone’s letter is signed by her 
on April 22, 2015.  It provides that the MDOC agrees to change Kyle’s discharge to a 
voluntary resignation and make a one-time payment to him of $3,000.20 
 

On April 30, 2015, Representative Falcone sent a letter to Kyle concerning the 
Settlement Agreement.  Her letter states: 

 
“Upon your receipt of a settlement agreement dated April 23, 2015, you 
responded with questions concerning your case and information pertinent 
to your case. On April 27, 2015, you and I met at my office and discussed 
in detail your questions and the information pertaining to your case.  
Based on that discussion from April 27, 2015, your case is still pending 
arbitration.”21 

Falcone provided further information about her meeting with Corwin Kyle in an email 
addressed to UAW TOP Department Representative Sandra Parker.  Representative 
Parker took over the processing of Kyle’s grievance when Falcone retired.  Falcone 
informed Parker that after Kyle produced new information about his case, she gave him 
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an additional 14 days to consider the Settlement Agreement while she investigated the 
information he provided.  Falcone wrote: 
 

“…I took the information provided by Corwin (see file) and told him due to 
his earlier confusion about the resignation agreement, I would implement 
the 14-day timeframe for him to determine his decision.  In the meantime, I 
would follow up on his new leads.  In speaking to Mr. Wimberley 
yesterday, Tuesday, May 5, 2015, it was apparent for both of us that Mr. 
Wimberley would not have testimony relevant to Corwin’s case and while 
he had looked for other coworkers of Corwin’s to testify on Corwin’s 
behalf, to date, he was unable to do so.  After my conversation with Mr. 
Wimberley, I sent Corwin an email asking him to return my call, that his 
decision to sign the resignation was due that day.  I did not receive my call 
from Corwin.”22 

On July 24, 2015, Representative Parker sent Kyle a copy of the MDOC’s 
Settlement Agreement, which she had signed on July 22, 2015.  Parker advised Kyle to 
sign the Agreement and return it to her by August 5, 2015.  Parker informed Kyle that if 
he did not sign the agreement, his grievance would still be withdrawn.  Parker explained 
that after interviewing and speaking with several parole officers she could not find 
anyone willing to testify that it was acceptable not to make house calls.23 

 
On August 24, Kyle sent an email to the UAW TOP Department questioning the 

union’s decision not to proceed with arbitration of his grievance.  He referred to the 
letter he received from Representative Parker and remarked: 

 
“…This particular letter from Union also stated other probation agents 
were asked about home calls.  Quite naturally the responses were going 
to be in accordance to policy.  But the Union failed to ask agents within the 
St. Joseph office if the St. Joseph office was operating against policy by 
bestowing unwritten rules upon me by instructing me not to go in the field 
for home calls and/or write PSIs for Judge Wiley.  After all, the St. Joseph 
office is where the incident occurred.  Why the Union would ask an outside 
officer/agent about what took place or has been the past practice in the St. 
Joseph office.”24 

Kyle asked for confirmation of the status of his grievance.  On September 11, 2015, 
Kyle sent an email asking for information about how he could appeal the decision not to 
pursue his grievance to arbitration.25  On September 17, 2015, Representative Parker 
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sent the following response to Kyle’s inquiries about the union’s decision not to arbitrate 
his grievance: 
 

“Your grievance was withdrawn after not being able to identify any 
witnesses that could/or would collaborate your claim that management 
told you not to make required home calls per Department of Corrections 
Policy.  At our meeting at the Region 1D office in Grand Rapids on 
October 2014, I informed you that I needed something in writing from 
management stating you did not have to make the required home calls 
and witness names that would be willing to testify to such.  The only name 
you provided me with was Donnell Wimberley and you provided me his 
contact information on August 3, 2015.”26 

Parker informed Kyle that he could appeal the union’s decision to withdraw his 
grievance under Article 33 of the UAW Constitution. 
 

Kyle responded to Parker on September 23, 2015.  Kyle denied that Parker had 
ever told him he needed to get something in writing from management about the rule 
against him doing field work.  Kyle pointed out that the nature of the rule was that it was 
unwritten.  He also argued that his one witness, Donnell Wimberley, should have been 
sufficient, because other MDOC employees would be reluctant to testify about the rule 
for fear of losing their jobs.  Kyle stated that he still wanted to appeal the decision not to 
arbitrate his grievance.27 

 
On October 7, 2015, Kyle appealed the decision not to pursue his grievance to 

the International Executive Board (IEB).  In his appeal to the IEB, Kyle once again 
denied that Representative Parker had asked for something in writing to prove he had 
been instructed that he did not need to make home visits.  Kyle maintained Donnell 
Wimberley’s testimony was better evidence of the rule.  He asserted that live testimony 
is always better than a written statement from an absent witness.  Kyle reported that 
Representative Parker dismissed Wimberley’s testimony by saying he would be 
characterized as disgruntled.  Kyle insisted that Wimberley’s credibility should have 
been for the arbitrator to decide.  Kyle argued that he received ineffective representation 
from the UAW TOP Department.28  

 
In response to an inquiry from the International President’s office regarding the 

appeal, Representative Parker explained that the parole officers she interviewed all 
confirmed that making home calls was a major responsibility of the office.  She stated 
that she withdrew Kyle’s grievance because he could not produce any evidence to 
substantiate his claim that he was told not to make home calls.29 
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Acting on behalf of President Williams, Administrative Assistant Allen Wilson 
conducted a hearing on Kyle’s appeal on March 18, 2016.  Kyle was represented during 
the hearing by attorney Chris Olsen.  Wilson prepared a report to the IEB on the matter 
based on documents in the record and testimony given at the hearing.30  Wilson 
reported that Kyle admitted during the hearing that he falsified his case notes and 
misrepresented his activities on his PSI report, but he maintained that he did this as a 
result of disparate and intimidating treatment by the Department.  

 
According to Administrative Assistant Wilson’s report, Kyle testified that he was 

reinstated from discharge in May 2006.  At that time, Berrien County Court Judge 
Dennis M. Wiley indicated that he no longer wanted to receive PSI reports from Kyle.  
Wilson’s report states: 

 
“With the foregoing as a backdrop, the precipitating component of the 
unwritten rule, as stated by the appellant, was forced upon him by Berrien 
County Court Judge Dennis M. Wiley, subsequent to his previous 
reinstatement from an initial discharge from the company, on or about May 
16, 2006.  According to the appellant, as a result of an alleged grudge 
held against him by Judge Wiley, who administered a prior court case 
against him as defendant, it was understood that he would never receive 
any more PSI duties from said judge. …”31 

As a result of Judge Wiley’s decision, Kyle reported that he was subjected to an 
unwritten rule prohibiting him from leaving the office to do field work.  According to Kyle, 
a MDOC Supervisor named John Schultz told him that he was to fill out his daily activity 
report claiming that he was in the office, while indicating on the PSI report that he was 
out in the field conducting home calls.  Wilson’s report states: 
 

“As a consequence, the appellant proclaimed that his falsification of the 
records in question was a direct byproduct of the intimidating and unfair 
instructions that he received from the Company (via Supervisor John 
Schultz and, purportedly, initiated by same Judge Dennis Wiley.)”32 

Administrative Assistant Wilson reported that Kyle’s witness Donnell Wimberley 
participated in the hearing by teleconference.  According to Wilson, Wimberley testified 
that he was aware of the unwritten rules applicable to Kyle’s assignment.  Wilson’s 
report states: 

 
“Wimberley also claimed that he spoke with the previous International 
Representative, Nancy Falcone, sometime in early 2015 about his belief 
that these rules, exclusive to the appellant, were in existence.  In any 
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event, Wimberley testified that the unwritten rules, as he understood the 
information supplied by the clerical staff, instructed the appellant ‘to not 
leave work/office to write PSI reports that were under the jurisdiction of 
Judge Wiley.’”33  

Administrative Assistant Wilson reported Representative Parker’s testimony that 
her decision not to arbitrate Kyle’s grievance was based on his admission that he did, in 
fact, falsify his PSI reports.  Parker believed that she could not successfully arbitrate 
Kyle’s grievance in light of this clear violation of the MDOC’s work rules.  According to 
Wilson’s report, Parker went on to say that if Kyle were the victim of some improper 
conduct on the part of supervision, he needed to bring this to the Union’s attention.  
Wilson’s report states: 

 
“To all intents and purposes, the UAW TOP Department, via its 
International Representative Sandra Parker, strongly testified that the only 
basis that she had for making a determination to proceed to arbitration 
was plainly, ‘did the appellant falsify the documents in question?’  If the 
appellant answered in the affirmative, then Representative Parker clearly 
felt that the grievance would not stand up in arbitration.  Representative 
Parker reasoned, and testified to the same, that if the appellant 
documented that he made home calls/visits and talked to the parolee 
and/or residents at the listed address, or if he made a drive-by just to 
verify that the residence existed; he violated the terms of his employment 
every time he admitted that he performed these requirements when, in 
fact, he knew that he had not.  Representative Parker further stressed that 
if the appellant’s rights were being offended by the Company, then as a 
seniority employee, he should have known to notify the Union simply 
because he had been terminated before and was aware of the appropriate 
representation steps.  How could the Union represent the appellant, she 
inquired, if he never carried his concerns to the attention of his union 
representation?”34 

Administrative Assistant Wilson concluded that Kyle had not established that he 
was working under a different and discriminatory set of rules.  Wilson pointed out that 
Kyle had never previously filed any grievance or written any letters in reference to the 
alleged unwritten rule.  Wilson stated he found Kyle’s claim that he was forced into filing 
false reports by some unwritten agreement lacked credibility.  Wilson determined that 
Donnell Wimberley’s testimony did not add significant support to Kyle’s claims.  Wilson 
pointed out that Wimberley’s only source for this information was the clerical staff.  
Wimberley admitted that he had never spoken directly with Supervisor Schultz about the 
matter.  Wilson wrote: 
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“Under the circumstances, even if we were to lend credence to the 
appellant’s assertions that he was being intimidated by an unwritten set of 
rules that forced him into falsifying his case notes and PSI reports; these 
claims were clearly weakened, if not abandoned, when he proclaimed that 
he neither challenged these directives nor sought out the representation of 
his local union representation. 

To this important revelation, it is apparent that the case record, inclusive of 
the appellant’s own acknowledgement, divulges that his displeasure with 
the unwritten rules was only highlighted subsequent to his termination.  
Had the appellant made someone aware, other than the alleged 
management culprit, that he was being subjected to dissimilar and unfair 
rules by the Company, the Union would have become involved.  As 
alluded to earlier, this intervention could have helped to avoid the issues 
that led to the appellant’s termination.  Unfortunately, it did not occur.”35 

Wilson determined that Representative Parker’s conclusion that she could not 
successfully arbitrate Kyle’s grievance was rational and unaffected by fraud, 
discrimination, improper motivations, or collusion with management.  Wilson denied 
Kyle’s appeal and his report was adopted by the IEB as its decision.  President Williams 
provided Kyle with a copy of the IEB’s decision on April 22, 2016.  Kyle has now 
appealed the IEB’s decision to the Public Review Board (PRB). 
 

ARGUMENT 
A. Corwin Kyle: 

Originally, the TOP Department representative stated she could not take my 
grievance to arbitration because I did not have a witness to testify about the unwritten 
rules applicable to me in the MDOC.  I submitted my witness information numerous 
times.  When my case came before the IEB, the International Union was forced to 
recognize the existence of my witness.  At that point they changed gears and conjured 
up a new rationale to justify the decision not to take my grievance to arbitration.  I do not 
believe the new justifications should be allowed.  Nevertheless, I hope to discredit the 
second rationale for the union’s handling of my discharge grievance. 

 
Administrative Assistant Allen Wilson conducted a hearing on my appeal on 

behalf of International President Dennis Williams.  I believe this hearing should have 
been conducted by a neutral party.  The report prepared by Wilson appears to be 
designed to persuade readers that my arguments lacked credibility.  His report omits 
any mention of the lack of due process and missed procedural steps during the 
grievance process that should have invalidated the discipline. 
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During the hearing, I explained that I was previously terminated.  Prior to my 
termination, I was a tether agent (house arrest, electronic monitoring).  At that time, I 
was in the field 80 to 90 percent of my work time.  After I was brought back to work, I 
was reassigned to the position of PSI writer.  I was then informed I would no longer be 
going into the field.  I noticed also that whenever I wrote a PSI for a particular judge, my 
name would come off and I would see another agent’s name (Mark Carpenter) on my 
work.  Mark Carpenter was never charged with fraud, although it was also false to put 
his name on the reports that I prepared.  Eventually, the clerical staff became 
acclimated to the situation and rerouted the one judge’s PSI requests around me.  For 
the next ten years, I was not allowed in the field or allowed to write PSI reports for this 
one specific judge.  So when the MDOC claimed that I was informed at a staff meeting 
and in an email that I was to go in the field and complete house calls, they ignored the 
separate, discriminatory, hostile and harassing rules that applied only to me.  The 
general rules discussed at the staff meetings did not apply to me.  If they had, I would 
have been allowed to do field work and write reports for Judge Wiley.  This situation 
existed for ten years, under Supervisor John Schultz for seven years, and Amber 
Glendenning for three years.  

 
When I applied for unemployment benefits, one of the appellate judges asked me 

something I had never thought of.  He asked how I knew Supervisor Glendenning knew 
about the unwritten rule being applied by Supervisor Schultz.  I knew because the same 
behavior continued.  The discrepancies between my reports and the notes in OMNI 
continued for three years under Supervisor Glendenning.  A supervisor unaware of the 
situation would not have approved the discrepancies.  She would also have asked why I 
was not permitted to submit PSI reports to a particular judge.  The entire office knew of 
my unwritten rule and made jokes about it.  The MDOC report indicates that sometimes 
I did not make telephone contact with the residents of the defendant’s homes.  That is 
not true.  The information in my reports had to come from family members.  There was 
no other way of gathering the information.  I informed investigator Omar Alston that I 
would gather the information and then drive by the residence to verify the address.  I 
thought this was the best I could do considering I was told not to be in the field.  The 
same documents used in the MDOC investigation show that my supervisors condoned 
this practice for ten years.  For this reason, the case should proceed to arbitration to 
show that I was following the directives of my supervisors.  I would have been subject to 
discipline for ignoring those directives.  In the end, I received discipline for doing what I 
was directed to do.  

 
Hearing Officer Wilson’s report fails to include important information I supplied at 

the hearing.  I explained during the hearing how I was under duress because the MDOC 
demonstrated their power in connection with my last termination.  I was terminated 
based on a false accusation.  I had no union representation at the time.  The MDOC 
Investigating Agent falsified the report and had criminal charges brought against me.  
Fortunately, the prosecuting attorney who investigated the case dismissed all the 
charges.  He reported that all of the witnesses at the YMCA stated that the allegations 
against me were untrue.  I then knew the powers of the MDOC.  I was thankful the 
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Michigan State Police were able to complete an investigation that established that the 
accuser and his father were lying.  

 
Hearing Officer Wilson misrepresented my witness’s testimony.  From his report, 

a reader would get the impression that Donnell Wimberley was testifying on behalf of 
the MDOC.  Wimberley was the supervisor over clerical staff.  The clerical staff informed 
Wimberley that they had been instructed to watch me and make certain I did not leave 
the office.  If I did leave, they were supposed to report it to Supervisor John Schultz.  
Wimberley informed Wilson that he questioned Schultz about this arrangement.  He 
asked why I did not receive PSI assignments from one particular judge.  Schultz told 
Wimberley that he was appeasing the judge.  Wimberley then told Schultz that his 
actions were wrong and discriminatory.  He reminded Schultz that we are not working 
for the judges but the MDOC.  

 
Representative Parker and the IEB want this case to rest solely on whether I 

falsified information in reports I prepared.  They did not take mitigating circumstances 
into account.  They did not consider the fact that I was being discriminated against as 
the only African-American PSI writer under rules that did not apply to Caucasian PSI 
writers.  There was no rational basis for the rules that were applied to me.  Wilson 
discredits my claims of discrimination by stating that I never filed a complaint about it.  
Discrimination should not be tolerated merely because intimidated employees do not 
complain.  As stated before, the MDOC previously terminated me and orchestrated 
criminal charges against me based on a false accusation by Steven Marsky.  The 
criminal charge carried a mandatory prison sentence.  I was offered a plea to a 
misdemeanor and a $100 fine.  I rejected that offer because I knew it would justify my 
termination.  I proceeded to trial and was exonerated of the charge.  The MDOC 
investigation ignores this entire history.  It is presented as if I just started making my 
own rules about not going in the field.  That is the furthest thing from the truth.  I 
explained all this at the IEB’s hearing, but none of it is reflected in the IEB’s report.   

Mr. Wilson wrote that he found no evidence that fraud influenced the union’s 
handling of my grievance.  The deliberate misrepresentation of the facts surrounding my 
termination is fraud and shows collusion between the union and management.  It is also 
my claim that the decision not to arbitrate my grievance was devoid of a rational basis.  
Management condoned the practice for which I was discharged for 10 years.  The 
investigative report that is the basis for my discharge conceals management’s role in 
establishing this practice. 

 
B. International Union, UAW: 

Representative Falcone agreed to a settlement of Kyle’s grievance because she 
believed the union would not prevail if the case went to arbitration.  Kyle rejected this 
settlement.  Representative Parker then conducted some additional investigation, but 
she did not discover any evidence to alter the TOP Department’s original evaluation of 
the case.  Parker gave Kyle another opportunity to accept the MDOC’s settlement offer, 
but he rejected it again.  At this point Representative Parker withdrew Kyle’s grievance.  
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Kyle disagrees with the TOP Department representatives’ conclusions regarding 
the merits of his case.  His argument before this Board is, in large part, a rehash of the 
facts he presented to the IEB.  He has not established that fraud or collusion influenced 
the TOP Department’s evaluation of his grievance or that Representative’s Parker’s 
decision to withdraw the grievance lacked a rational basis.  

 
DISCUSSION 

 
Whatever arrangement Kyle may have had with the MDOC following his 

reinstatement in 2006, supervision gave employees clear notice during a staff meeting 
on March 7, 2014, that all parole officers were required to make home visits to the 
parolee’s proposed supervision residence before submitting a presentence investigative 
report.  These instructions were confirmed in an email sent to Kyle on April 2, 2014.  If 
Kyle had any concerns about a conflict between these unambiguous instructions and 
some prior unwritten rule, he should have raised them at that time.  Kyle has not 
submitted any credible evidence that he was ever exempted from compliance with the 
Department’s operating procedures and the existence of such a policy in the MDOC 
seems highly improbable.  The fact that Kyle was able to avoid the responsibilities of his 
position for so many years speaks only to the lax practices in effect at the MDOC prior 
to 2014, as acknowledged by supervision during the meeting on March 7, 2014.  Kyle 
was not entitled to rely on the Department’s past neglect to justify his failure to perform 
the field work required by his position. 

 
Furthermore, by the time Kyle introduced this story about the unwritten rule, his 

credibility as a witness on his own behalf had already been undermined by his response 
to the MDOC’s investigation about discrepancies in his reports.  When asked to explain 
how he could have completed a home visit on a day when he did no field work, Kyle 
lied.  He said he had completed the home visit on his personal time in order to avoid 
claiming overtime.  This story later turned out to be a fabrication.  The MDOC’s 
investigation confirmed that Kyle failed to make a home visit in 14 out of 17 cases 
completed after March 7, 2014 and then he submitted false reports to cover up this 
failure.  

 
We are not authorized to overturn the decision of a union representative to 

withdraw a grievance unless the appellant is able to establish that elements of fraud, 
discrimination, or collusion with management affected the decision or that it was devoid 
of any rational basis.36  There is no claim that the union engaged in any improper 
conduct in its handling of Kyle’s grievance.  TOP Department Representative Nancy 
Falcone interviewed Donnell Wimberley about Kyle’s claim that he had been told not to 
do field work, but she found he had nothing relevant to contribute.  Wimberley’s 
testimony by teleconference during the IEB’s investigation of Kyle’s appeal confirmed 
that he had no direct evidence of any rule exempting Kyle from the MDOC’s published 
operating procedures.  Kyle clearly violated the MDOC’s rules for parole officers and 

                                      
36

 UAW Constitution, Article 33, §4(i). 
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submitted reports misrepresenting his activities.  Even if someone had told Kyle not to 
do field work back in 2006, an arbitrator would be unlikely to find that excused his 
conduct established in 2014.  Under the circumstances, the union’s settlement that 
would have reflected Kyle’s termination as a voluntary resignation rather than a 
dismissal was reasonable.  When Kyle refused to accept that settlement, the union’s 
decision to withdraw his grievance cannot be said to have lacked a rational basis. 

 
The decision of the IEB is affirmed.  
 


